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What we need is a
good rivalry
By Ryan Macedonio

When was the last time
that Harness Racing had
a good ole fashioned
rivalry? I mean truly
something that will drive
people to watch, debate
and absorb any content
swirling
around
that
rivalry.

I spent the entire weekend, like most people,
watching college football
showcase their rivalries.
Ohio State vs Michigan,
Bama/Auburn, USF/UCF,
and more. The NCAA,
ESPN, FOX and CBS have
made a fortune bringing
you these games and all
of the shows dedicated to
each game. So why can’t
we do the same?

We should create rivalries, which force people
to choose sides, which
initiates debate, which
results in content, which
creates
interaction,
which
spawns
pride,
which generates MONEY.
See where I’m going with

PICK 5

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

LUCKY JEWEL
Left 3wide, while rough midturn, parked hard quarter plus,
braked, attacked into lane,
faded once passed. Adds fresh
Lasix and James.
CRASH AND BURN
Tucked mid turn, stalked to
3/4s, kicked wide, urged, away,
wow. Price drops now.
RICHELLU COWBOY
Left well, yielded near quarter,
tracked balance, heavy traffic
str, little bumpy, tough to
gauge. Also segues from Conlin
final.
BUZZ LIGHT
Out past half, broke into last
bend, not sure what to think.
Certainly not the worst stab.
COZ AND EFFECT
Left well, tracked to far turn,
asked a bit, didn’t gain in
speedy mile. Likely longshot
again.
MUCHO MACHO MAN
Looped, parked quarter, soon
2nd behind winner, chased,
urged, 2nd best. Gerry's barn
heating up?
WEST FOR GOLD
Shot to top, released to top
pair past quarter, out again late
far turn, driven, 3rd best.
Outside again but still a player.
MACHABYEBABY
Looped, parked well past quarter, home with trio of 28.1 panels, driven, strong. Similarly,
dangerous despite outside
post.
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1st Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %
Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

Fastest win time this year

Fastest win time last year

CRASH AND BURN

MUCHO MACHO MAN

MACHABYEBABY

MUCHO MACHO MAN

BUZZ LIGHT
WEST FOR GOLD

Fastest last '1/4' last race

MUCHO MACHO MAN

Closed Strongly last race

CRASH AND BURN

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

MACHABYEBABY

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

MUCHO MACHO MAN (B)

N/A

LUCKY JEWEL
RICHELLU COWBOY

MUCHO MACHO MAN

(16% Takeout) - 50¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

50 Cent Wagers
Your Cost
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.50
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
1 x 1 x 1 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.00
1 x 1 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.00
1 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$8.00
1 x 1 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$13.50
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2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00
2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$36.00
2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$54.00
1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$60.00
2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$81.00
3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$121.50
2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $360.00
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this? In the end, we can
generate more revenue
into the industry by manufacturing
rivalries.
Yeah, I said it, MANUFACTURING.
Fake it, who is going to
know the difference? It’s
called acting and writing.
Most sports do it already.
They take something that
exists organically and
push it deeper.

We already have a rivalry
that could be played up,
directed, written and
pushed into a new area
that could be a content
machine for everyone!
Faraldo vs. Gural, Joe vs.
Jeff, The Lawyer vs. The
Boss,
Yonkers
vs
Meadowlands.

Whatever side you are
on, whenever an article,
social media post or discussion gets posted on
this rivalry, you’re going
to read it.

I’d be willing to bet that
it is one of the hottest
topics and gets the most
views on any website.
EVERYONE has an opinion on what’s happened
in this rivalry.

Blocked or in trouble
last race
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MAGNIFIQUE

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

MAGNIFIQUE
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SMASH

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

SMASH

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp
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(B) Beaten

N/A

 




Highest Win %

LUCKY JEWEL

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal
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RICHELLU COWBOY
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SMASH
Rode
rail, shuffled
angled
1st Race
Computerlast,
Analysis
out top of str, urged, whizzed
AND BURN up.
byHighest
emWin %
all. Steps CRASH
back
Confidence builder? Usable.
Highest Average
MAGNIFIQUE
MUCHO MACHO MAN
Earnings Per Start
Rode the rail, failed to get
involved. Third start back angle
Fastest time last race
MACHABYEBABY
applies. Maybe a slice though.
NIGHTTRAINTOVEGAS
Fastest win eighth
time this year plus,
MUCHO MACHO MAN
Parked
yielded,
some traffic far turn, loose late,
BUZZ LIGHT
finished
okay.
Small field size.
Fastest win time
last year
WEST FOR GOLD
Fair form, obvious threat for all
the
marbles.
Fastest
last '1/4' last race
MUCHO MACHO MAN
CAPITOL HILL
Away 4wide, parked quarter,
Closed Strongly last race
CRASH AND BURN
braked to far turn, attacked,
passed, tried to fight back. Also
Big improvement
last smaller
race
N/A size.
benefits
from
field
Probably one to beat.
SPARKIN
YOUR
Consistent early
speed FIREMACHABYEBABY
Cover near half, great lead up
trip,
Favoriteurged,
last race away. Her price
MUCHO MACHO MAN (B)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
drops. Looks like one of the
three
major contenders. Should
Favorable post position
N/A
from last
race Main threat
bechange
flying
late.
for
sure.
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Now
imagine 8,
if we
had a
DECEMBER
2017
writing team and a director working with both
1st
Raceto
Computer
Analysis
parties
push this
rivalry to the limit. Both know
Highest
%
CRASH AND BURNin
that Winthe
end results
more money, attention
and Average
exposure for the
Highest
MUCHO MACHO MAN
Earnings
Start
entirePersport.
Isn’t more money, attenMACHABYEBABY
tion and exposure the
ultimate goal for both
Faraldo
anyFastest
win time and
this year Gural
MUCHO MACHO
MAN
way?
Fastest time last race

Isn’twin time
thelast year
whole
Fastest

reason
that they are in their
positions is because they
Fastest
'1/4' last race racing
MUCHO MACHOand
MAN
lovelastharness
want to see it thrive into
the future?
Closed Strongly last race

BUZZ LIGHT

WEST FOR GOLD

Well here’s your chance
to actually help theN/Asport
Big improvement last race
by creating some original
content.
CRASH AND BURN

Turn your rivalry up a few
notches, get a little dirty,
Favorite last race
MUCHO MACHO
MAN (B)
have
some fun
while
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
you’re at it too! Realize
that everything
you do is
Favorable
post position
N/A
a content
for
change
from last race goldmine
harness racing and we
JEWEL in
Blocked
trouble of it.LUCKY
needor inmore
Get
last
race
RICHELLU
there boys and do COWBOY
your
part to save harness racComputer Choices
MUCHO MACHO MAN
ing.
Multiple picks rated equal
Consistent early speed

MACHABYEBABY

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

DEBONATOR
Far back the trip, failed to rally,
Fresh Lasix noted. Finally an
inside post. And also could be
2nd Race
Computer Analysis
tighter
tonight.
EXOTIC FLING
Highest Win %
MAGNIFIQUE
Sent
from gate, tracked
to
lane, urged, no rally. Not a
Highest Average
strong
group but maybe
a slice
NIGHTTRAINTOVEGAS
ofEarnings
it. Per Start
LITTLE EMMA
Fastest time
last race yielded,
SPARKIN YOUR
FIRE
Parked
eighth,
tracked
to lane, clear, driven, just fair.
Benefits from landing in a fairFastest win time this year
MAGNIFIQUE
ly easy group.
TICK TICK KABOOM
Sped
gate,
Fastest from
win time last
year brushed
MAGNIFIQUEback
quarter, pushed before yielding
half, out again near 3/4s, faded
Fastesthard
last '1/4'use.
last raceExtra week
SMASH
from
off.
James choice. User for sure.
HAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
Closed Strongly last race
SMASH
3wide half turn, parked quarter, attacked far turn, held
tough
to wire.
Noteworthy
Big improvement
last race
N/A post
relief. And third start back
angle big plus too. Edge.
Consistent early speed
CAPITOL HILL
CHILMA
Rode the rail, failed to get into
last Steve
race
it.Favorite
Adds
and fresh
Lasix
CAPITOL HILL (B)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
for this one.
CORDEES FANTASY
Favorable post position
N/A rival
Left
followed
changewith
from lastmany,
race
out past quarter, stretched to
clear
attacked into lane,
Blockedhalf,
or in trouble
CAPITOL HILL
last race deep in the drive.
stalled
Gary
hops aboard. Been tossing
MAGNIFIQUE
Computer
Choices
hints
too.
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3rd Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

HAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

HAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

Fastest time last race

Fastest win time this year

CAPITOL HILL

EXOTIC FLING
HAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

Fastest win time last year

EXOTIC FLING

Fastest last '1/4' last race

LITTLE EMMA

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

CORDEES FANTASY

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race

CAL EXPO PICK 3 RULES
Multiple picks rated equal

CHILMA

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

TICK TICK KABOOM (B)

DEBONATOR

N/A

HAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

1. Any scratch in the first leg of a Pick Three is now a refund.
2. A wager with a scratch in the second leg creates a consolation pool.
3. A wager with a scratch in the third leg creates another consolation pool.
4. A wager with scratches in the second and third leg creates another consolation pool.
5. A consolation pool is the sum of all wagers that include the scratch(es) for that leg or legs. The winning
combination for the consolation pool is a wager with the winner or winners of the non-scratch leg(s).
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Last Race Footnotes

Bolt d'Oro Taking
the Right Path
By Steve Haskin

It is that time again to
get up on my lonely pulpit and preach to deaf
ears. Yes, it is almost
time to embark on the
Kentucky Derby trail,
and with the recent
announcement that top
2-year-old Bolt d’Oro is
scheduled to make his
3-year-old debut in the
seven-furlong
San
Vicente Stakes, what
better time to try yet
again to force feed the
concept of a sprint
debut to trainers who
have no appetite for
such mundane matters.

But to their defense,
they have fallen victim
to the Derby’s point system, which fails to
reward performances in
sprint races, making
them useless when it
comes to accumulating
sufficient points to quality for the Run for the
Roses. But that certainly does not make them
useless when it comes

AGRESTORES COMET
Out well before half, soon covered up, tracked to lane,
urged. Switches inside and
James returns. Mid price stab?
RSS EXPRESS
Sat in most the trip, inside last
turn traffic, urged late, fair.
Somewhat iffy type. Nick
returns to the sulky.
FRANKY PROVOLONE
Out near half, quick cover, solid
lead up trip, urged. Okay form.
Dave's back. Usable.
WINSOM KELLY
Soft trip to midfar turn, angled
out, light urging, easy. Steps
back up. Looks like one of
many.
FRANKS BEST
Rode cones, some traffic last
bend, cleared, some urging,
mild traffic late. Mooney
returns. Has had excuses.
Maybe.
SILVERHILL VOLO
Looped leaving, brushed back
quarter, slowed clip, attacked
last bend, stalled deep in the
drive. Okay form. Let's toss out
last.
ITZAZIAM
Parked half turn, yielded past
quarter, brushed out near last
bend, opened up on own,
strong. Obviously a major player if he gets launched.
ONE CHIEF
Out near half, surged past pace
slowing leader, held tough to
wire. Hindered by switch outside. Still figures since he can
leave for position.

PYLON RULE

CAL EXPO HARNESS

4th Race Computer Analysis

5th R

Highest Win %

SILVERHILL VOLO

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

ITZAZIAM

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

ITZAZIAM

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

AGRESTORES COMET

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

SILVERHILL VOLO

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

FRANKS BEST

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

N/A

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorit
N/A

AGRESTORES COMET

AGRESTORES COMET
FRANKS BEST

AGRESTORES COMET

(For Horses Racing Without Interference)

1. Going inside two (2) pylons and lapped-on at the finish: The offending horse will be disqualified and placed
behind any lapped-on horses at the wire.

2. Going inside three (3) or more consecutive pylons: The offending horse will be disqualified and placed last.

3. If an unfair advantage is gained by going inside, over, or in-between one or more pylons in order to
pass another competitor: The offending horse will be disqualified.

The steward’s discretion applies to all placement.
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to actually winning the
race, as you will see farther down.

With so many trainers
now intent on running
their Derby hopefuls
only two times before
the big race, they know
all too well that it is
imperative to earn as
many points as possible
in those two races. Even
trainers planning on
three starts head right
to two-turn races. That
can eventually dull your
horse, adding more twoturn races to the ones
he already had at 2. The
old-time
trainers
believed a sprint debut
is designed to take the
spit and vinegar out of a
horse after his layoff
from 2 to 3 and sharpen
him for the big two-turn
preps.
On rare occasions you
will find trainers nowadays who think old
school and actually do
what they feel is best to
get their horse to peak
on the first Saturday in
May. These are trainers
who have faith in their

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BETTORS PROMISE
Sped to top, braked, picked up
clip far turn, home on own.
4th Race
Analysis
Rene
hops Computer
aboard. How
ready
will he be?
Highest Win %
SILVERHILL VOLO
SCARY HARRY
Parked half turn, back out late
Highestbend,
Average urged, closed okay.
final
ITZAZIAM
Earnings Per Start
Late speed specialist returns to
open class.
Fastest time FLIGHT
last race
ITZAZIAM
RAGINS
Away fast, yielded, tracked to
far turn, popped out on rim,
Fastest win time this year
AGRESTORES COMET
very rough gaited, steadied,
driven late. Excuses that and
he's
dangerous.
Fastest
win time last year
SILVERHILL VOLO
EASTENDER
Parked eighth plus, released to
Fastest last '1/4'
last race shadowed
FRANKS BEST
quarter
mover,
to
lane, led near wire, caught.
Sharp
form.lastBig
Closed Strongly
race shot again.
N/A
IM AN ATHLETE
Considered leaving, couldn't,
Big improvement
lastturn,
race
N/A
tripped
to far
popped
out,
aggressively urged, strong.
Steps up to top level. Gimmick
Consistent early speed
N/A
must.
JAZZMANIAN DEVIL
Favorite cones,
last race
Rode
shuffled N/A
to last,
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
angled to rail late, urged,
surged,
wow. Figures to sit and
Favorable post position
AGRESTORES COMET
sprint
home.
change from last raceThat's his game.
FIREDRAKE
AGRESTORES COMET
1st
outor in
near
balBlocked
troublehalf, rimmed
last
race
FRANKS BEST
ance, urged, even into
27.2.
Outside post of some concern.
Computer Choices
Obviously
another must
AGRESTORESuse.
COMET
Multiple picks rated equal

CHRB Rule No. 1699
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5th Race Computer Analysis

6th R

Highest Win %

FIREDRAKE

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

FIREDRAKE

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

I'M AN ATHLETE

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

I'M AN ATHLETE

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

I'M AN ATHLETE

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

JAZZMANIAN DEVIL

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

SCARY HARRY
I'M AN ATHLETE
JAZZMANIAN DEVIL

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

RAGIN'S FLIGHT

Consist

Consistent early speed
Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorit
FIREDRAKE (B)

N/A

Favorab
change

SCARY HARRY
JAZZMANIAN DEVIL
FIREDRAKE

Blocked
last rac

I'M AN ATHLETE

Comput
Multipl

FIREDRAKE

(b) A horse shall not interfere with or cause any other horse to lose stride, ground or
position in a part of the race where the horse loses the opportunity to place where it
might be reasonably expected to finish.
(c) A horse which interferes with another and thereby causes any other horse to lose
stride, ground or position, when such other horse is not at fault and when such interference occurs in a part of the race where the horse interfered with loses the opportunity
to place where it might, in the opinion of the Stewards, be reasonably expected to finish, may be disqualified and placed behind the horse so interfered with.
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horse’s ability and are
willing to say “points be
damned, I need to
sharpen him up in a
4th
Race Computer Analysis
sprint and feel confident
he will accumulate
the
Highest Win %
SILVERHILL VOLO
necessary points in the
big 50- and 100-point
Highest Average
preps
in MarchITZAZIAMand
Earnings Per Start
April.”
Fastest
time last two
race
We saw

ITZAZIAM of
examples
that two years ago in
the winsame
when
Fastest
time this yearrace
AGRESTORES COMET
trainers Doug O’Neill
and Keith Desormeaux
Fastest
winout
time lastof
yearthe SILVERHILL
VOLO
went
box and
decided
that
their
respective Derby hopeFastest last '1/4' last race
FRANKS BEST
fuls,
Nyquist
and
Exaggerator, who had
Closed
Strongly last
race
N/A
been
competing
in
major two-turn stakes
at a 2, needed to start
Big improvement last race
N/A
off the year with a
sprint sharpener, so
they early
ranspeedthem inN/A the
Consistent
San Vicente and they
finished
Favorite
last race first and sec(B)
Beaten (W) Winning
ond,
respectively, N/Ain a
blazing 1:20 3/5 and
Favorable
position
then post
returned
to twoAGRESTORES
COMET
change from last race
turn prep races leading
up to the Derby.
Both
AGRESTORES COMET
Blocked or in trouble
colts,
by BEST
that
last
race sharpened FRANKS
race, duplicated their
Computer
Choices on
efforts
the
first
AGRESTORES COMET
Multiple picks rated equal
Saturday in May, finish-

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BRING THE GUNS
Out before quarter to get top,
braked to far turn, attacked,
sped home, caught. Switches
5th Race Computer Analysis
inside. Adds James.
REAL
ROKNROL
Highest Win %
FIREDRAKE
3rd over half, good trip to lane,
driven, many across late
Highest Average
FIREDRAKE for
stages.
Solid
Earnings Per
Start return. Threat
all.
MY
HEARTS CONQUEST
Fastest time last race
I'M AN ATHLETE
Wide into turn, had to take
back, some last turn trouble,
Fastest win time
this year
AN ATHLETE
cleared.
okay
finish.I'MMidpriced
stab?
HES
NAVAJO
FastestAwin
time last year
I'M AN ATHLETE
Left on the float, parked full,
attacked fav far turn, held on
Fastest last well.
'1/4' last race
JAZZMANIAN
DEVIL
pretty
Tony's
choice.
Another gimmick danger.
SCARY HARRY
FORGIVEUSOURZINS
Closed Strongly last race
I'M AN ATHLETE
DEVIL
Left 3wide, parked JAZZMANIAN
turn, yielded to fav, stalked, cleared
Big improvement
last race
N/A Little
along
cones,
urged, up.
post relief. One more player.
MAJOR
Consistent JESSE
early speed
RAGIN'S FLIGHT
Rode cones the trip, asked
some
backside, urged in lane.
Favorite last race
FIREDRAKE (B)
Class
relief
(B) Beaten (W) Winninga big plus.
ITSGOODTOBEKING
Favorable
position
Off
gatepost
one,
rode cones
N/A whole
change from last race
trip, some urging, no rally. Also
drops.
Can play in here.
SCARY HARRY
Blocked or in trouble
JAZZMANIAN
DEVIL
SAGEBRUSH
SAM
last race
FIREDRAKE
Out near half, cover soonafter,
I'M AN ATHLETE
Computer
Choices
solid
lead
up trip, angled
wide,
Multiple picks rated equal
FIREDRAKE
urged. Tries Mooney. Longshot.

CAL EXPO HARNESS

6th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

HES A NAVAJO

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

REAL ROKNROL

Fastest time last race

MY HEARTS CONQUEST
MAJOR JESSE

Fastest win time this year

REAL ROKNROL

Fastest win time last year

SAGEBRUSH SAM

Fastest last '1/4' last race

MAJOR JESSE

Closed Strongly last race

REAL ROKNROL
FORGIVEUSOURZINS

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

N/A

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race

THE 50¢ CAL EXPO PICK 6
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

BRING THE GUNS (B)

MY HEARTS CONQUEST

N/A

REAL ROKNROL

Winning tickets with six correct selections will share in 75% of the daily net pool, and 100% of the carryover.
Ticket holders with five correct selections share in 25% of the daily net pool.
If there are no tickets with six winners, all ticket holders with the greatest number of winners share in 25% of
the daily net pool, with the remainder of the net pool carried over to the next racing day.
There is a mandatory payout of the entire net pool on the last night of the race meet. (.50 cent minimum)
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ing first and second in
the Kentucky Derby.
Exaggerator then came
back
to
win
the
Preakness, with Nyquist
getting nosed out for
second. So the San
Vicente – yes, a sprint
race -- proved to be the
most successful prep of
that year’s Triple Crown.

The facts speak for
themselves. There is a
reason why only one
Breeders’ Cup Juvenile
winner, in addition to
Nyquist, has won the
Kentucky Derby in 33
years. There is a reason
why only three of 44
Remsen Stakes winners
have won the Derby
since the race went to 1
1/8 miles, the last being
23 years ago. There is a
reason why only one
winner of the Kentucky
Jockey Club Stakes has
gone on to win the
Derby in 29 years.
There is a reason why
only one winner of the
Hollywood Futurity (now
the
Los
Alamitos
Futurity) has won the
Derby in 34 years, the
last being 20 years ago.

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

LIVID LUKE
Out near half, around gapper,
back to rail, out again last
bend, followed top pair, driven,
failed to rally. Post relief. Slice?
CADET
Parked quarter to top, slowed
clip to far turn, attacked by
winner, faded readily once
passed. Also inside. Tries
Richard.
DOUGS HOBBY HORSE
Parked well past quarter,
released to winner into far
turn, faded from the chase.
Luke's choice. Iffy but dangerous.
LEAVE YOUR MARK
Send hard, pushed half turn,
yielded, tracked to lane, some
traffic, but only fair once free.
Week off. Adds Terry.
WINDSUN GALAXIE
Led into turn, yielded, chased
to lane, solid tuner on own.
Class relief and worth a look.
THE EVICTOR
Gapped early, loose cover last
bend, failed to keep up late
stages. Undercard thoughts.
DON LINDY
Broke near quarter, made up a
lot of ground thereafter. Steve
hops aboard.
BECKY BADGER BABY
Asked leaving, broke, disappeared, broke again far turn.
Obvious concerns after last
clunker.
SILVERLODE
Left, yielded, gapped bit far
turn, then re-rallied on own
near wire. Mooney hops
aboard. Use for sure.
MAJESTIC LADY JO
Left well, loose pocket to lane,
urged to save show. Brutal post
now.

STARTER’S RULES

CAL EXPO HARNESS

7th Race Computer Analysis

8th R

Highest Win %

SILVERLODE

Highest

BECKY BADGER BABY

Highest
Earning

LEAVE YOUR MARK

Fastest

Fastest win time this year

CADET

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

SILVERLODE

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

SILVERLODE

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

DON LINDY

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

CADET

Consist

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

Consistent early speed
Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorit
BECKY BADGER BABY (B)

Favorable post position
change from last race

LIVID LUKE

Blocked or in trouble
last race

LIVID LUKE

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

CADET

LEAVE YOUR MARK
CADET
SILVERLODE

1728. Starter’s Control. The starter shall have control over the horses from the formation of the parade until he gives
the word ‘go.’ The starter shall report to the stewards any misconduct or violation on the part of the driver and may
order any unmanageable or disabled horse declared (scratched) from the race with the concurrence of the stewards.
1729. Starting the race. The starter shall bring the horses to the starting gate as near one-quarter of a mile from
the starting point as the track may permit, and shall endeavor to get all horses away in position and on gait. If a horse
refuses to come to the gate, is unmanageable or liable to cause an accident or injury to any other horse or driver, it
may be declared and all monies wagered on that horse shall be refunded.
1730. Recalls. The starter may sound a recall for only the following reasons: 1-A horse scored ahead of the gate; 2There is interference prior to the word ‘go’ being given; 3-A horse has broken equipment; 4-A horse falls prior to the
word ‘go’ being given. There shall be no recall after the word ‘go’ is given and any horse, regardless of his position or
an accident, shall be deemed a starter from the time he entered into the starer’s control unless dismissed.
CE-18

(B) Beaten

Favorab
change

Blocked
last rac
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News

And there is a reason
why only one winner of
the Breeders’ Futurity
has won the Derby in 36
years, the last being 34
years ago.

Is it merely a coincidence why, excluding
Nyquist,
there
have
been
only
seven
Kentucky Derby winners
to come out of the five
major two-turn 2-yearold stakes in 176 runnings? Each person can
form his own conclusion. Perhaps horses are
peaking at two turns as
2-year-olds, and continued
two-turn
races
without a sharpener
makes it more difficult
to maintain that form
and then peak on Derby
Day. Remember, the
Derby is often won with
speed as much as it is
with stamina. Speed to
get
position
early;
speed to keep pace in a
20-horse field; speed to
launch a bid and outrun
others to a hole; and
speed to outclose the
contenders
in
the
stretch. That speed has
to come from some-

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BLUE NOTE
Left with many, backed up to
far turn, came 4th over, urged,
fair.
Luke's
back and
some
7th Race
Computer
Analysis
class relief too.
Highest Win %
SILVERLODE
AWHIMAWAY
Moved out behind winner half,
Highestlead
Averageup trip, just fair late
good
BECKY BADGER BABY
Earnings Per Start
stages. Another dropper and
post relief too.
Fastest time last race
LEAVE YOUR MARK
PLACE AT THE BEACH
1st out past half, advanced to
Fastestheld
win timefair,
this year
CADET start.
lane,
useful 2nd
Third start back angle.
CENALTA
ARTISTRY
Fastest win time
last year
SILVERLODE
Out well before half, powered
byFastest
fave,
stalled bit SILVERLODE
deep in
last '1/4' last race
drive. Another one dropping
out of top class, must use.
Closed Strongly last race
DON LINDY
WINDSUN T BIRD
Rode cones to 3/4s, followed
Big improvement
race urgedN/A
winner
into last
lane,
to save
place. Decent form. Yet anotherConsistent
to consider.
early speed
CADET
COASTAL TREASURE
Out
past
quarter, stretched to
Favorite
last race
BECKY BADGER BABY (B)
(B)
Beaten
(W)
Winning
clear, attacked far turn, faded
from the skirmish.LIVIDTighter
LUKE
Favorable post position
now?
change from last race
CADET
MELODIES THAT ROCK
LIVID LUKE
Blocked or in trouble
Led
into turn, braked to final
last race
LEAVE YOUR MARK
bend, sped home, held tough
CADETswitch
toComputer
wire.Choices
Negative post
Multiple picks rated equal
SILVERLODE
obvious worry.

CAL EXPO HARNESS

8th Race Computer Analysis

9th R

Highest Win %

BLUE NOTE

Highest

CENALTA ARTISTRY

Highest
Earning

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

Fastest time last race

WINDSUN T BIRD

Fastest win time this year

CENALTA ARTISTRY

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

WINDSUN T BIRD

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

WINDSUN T BIRD

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

WINDSUN T BIRD

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

COASTAL TREASURE

Consist

MELODIES THAT ROCK

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorite
N/A

(B) Beaten

AWHIMAWAY

Favorab
change

N/A

Blocked
last rac

WINDSUN T BIRD

Comput
Multipl

Pick Four (16%) - $30,000 Guaranteed Pool

To win the Pick Four, you must select the winners of the four (4) races
designated as the pick four races. Otherwise, pursuant to (CHRB 1976.9):
If no ticket correctly selects all four winners, 10% of the net pool will
be paid to the winner(s) correctly selecting the most winners, 90% of the
net pool will CARRYOVER to the next Pick Four Pool.
CE-20

Fastest

MELODIES THAT ROCK
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News

where, and it’s sure not
going to come from running the last six or
seven
in nothing
7th
Racemonths
Computer
Analysis
but two-turn races.
As a historian and traditionalist, I have stated
Highest Average
BECKY BADGER BABY
on Per
several
occasions
Earnings
Start
that I am a firm believer, as were the trainers
Fastest time last race
LEAVE YOUR MARK
of the past, in starting a
horse’s 3-year-old campaign
a sprint
Fastest
win timein
this year
CADET to
sharpen him up for the
rigors of the Triple
Fastest win time last year
SILVERLODE
Crown trail, especially
those with extensive 2year-old
Fastest last '1/4' last race campaigns
SILVERLODE
competing at two turns
at the highest level.
Highest Win %

SILVERLODE

Once again, going back
to the 1960s and 1970s
Big improvement last race
N/A
and even the 1980s, the
following 2-year-old and
3-year-old
Consistent
early speed champions
CADET
and
classic
winners
made
their 3-year-old
Favorite
last race
BECKY BADGER BABY (B)
(B)
Beaten (W) Winning
debut
in a sprint:
Closed Strongly last race

DON LINDY

In the
1970s, LIVIDTriple
LUKE
Favorable
post position
change
from last race
CADET
Crown
winners
Secretariat,

Seattle
LIVID LUKE
Affirmed,
LEAVE YOUR MARK
Spectacular Bid, Riva
Ridge,
Foolish Pleasure,
CADET
Computer
Choices
Multiple
rated equal
Hoistpicksthe
Flag,SILVERLODE
Little
Blocked or in trouble
Slew, and
last race

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

FF BIGSHOW
Out near half, loose cover far
turn, circled by winner, back
inside, loose bit too late. Field
8th Race Computer Analysis
wide-open.
BAYLOR OUT
Highestwell,
Win % out past quarter,
BLUE NOTE cirSent
cled, yielded, stalked speed,
urged,
up, tough. Steps back
Highest Average
CENALTA ARTISTRY
up.
Player.
Earnings
Per Start
WHY ASK WHY
WINDSUN
T BIRD
Rode cones to lane,
cleared,
Fastest time last race
urged to narrow gap.
Midpriced
MELODIES
THAT ROCK
stab.
MINT
TOtime
CRUISE
Fastest win
this year
CENALTA ARTISTRY
Pushed from pole, yielded,
back out with cover into far
turn,
rushed
up, caught
late.
Fastest win
time last year
WINDSUN T BIRD
Been tossing hints.
A BAY BAY
Fastest
'1/4' last race
T BIRDinto
Sat
inlastwhole
trip, WINDSUN
urged
the lane, fair in blazing mile.
Drops. Adds James. Use.
Closed Strongly last race
WINDSUN T BIRD
COWBOY MATHIS
Sent well, pocketed to lane,
urged,
stalled.
dropBig improvement
last raceAnother
N/A
per. Deserves attention as well.
FLY AWAY
COASTAL TREASURE
Out
near
Consistent
earlyhalf,
speed bad cover last
ROCK
bend, cut to rail MELODIES
nearTHAT3/4s,
away
easily. Needs live cover.
Favorite last race
N/A
HIHOS
REV
(B) Beaten (W)LITTLE
Winning
Left with many, parked past
quarter,
3/8s, stalked
Favorable postyielded
position
AWHIMAWAY
change from last
race
cleared,
urged,
many
across.
Outside again. Problem.
Blocked or in HANOVER
trouble
SAPIENT
N/A
last
race
First over from last near half,
loose cover near 3/4s, no rally.
Computer killer
Choices post. Plan?
Drops,
WINDSUN T BIRD
Multiple picks rated equal

CAL EXPO HARNESS

9th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

BAYLOR OUT

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

BAYLOR OUT

Fastest time last race

A BAY BAY

Fastest win time this year

BAYLOR OUT

Fastest win time last year

A BAY BAY

Fastest last '1/4' last race

FLY AWAY

Closed Strongly last race

FF BIGSHOW
BAYLOR OUT
A BAY BAY
FLY AWAY

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

N/A

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

C.H.R.B. BREAKING RULES

BAYLOR OUT (W)
MINT TO CRUISE (B)
FLY AWAY (W)

WHY ASK WHY

FF BIGSHOW
SAPIENT HANOVER

BAYLOR OUT

1722. Breaking. Should any horse break from its gait in either trotting or pacing, the driver shall:
(a) Where clearance exists, take such horse to the outside.
(b) Attempt to pull the horse to its gait.
(c) Lose ground.
1723. Lapped-on Break. The driver of a horse which has broken from its gait who has complied
with the breaking rule shall not be set back unless a contending horse on his gait is lapped on the
hind quarter of the breaking horse at the finish.
CE-22
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Current, Key to the
Mint, Honest Pleasure,
Bold Forbes, Rockhill
Native, and we’ll include
Alydar on the list.

In
the
1960s,
Damascus, Buckpasser,
Arts
and
Letters,
Majestic Prince, Kelso,
Northern Dancer, Bold
Lad,
Top
Knight,
Chateaugay, Successor,
and Vitriolic.

And in the 1980s, Easy
Goer, Sunday Silence,
Swale, Spend a Buck,
Devil’s
Bag,
Chief’s
Crown,
Conquistador
Cielo,
Forty
Niner,
Gulch,
and
Plugged
Nickle.

And before that, Triple
Crown winners Citation,
Whirlaway, War Admiral,
and Assault, as well as
Swaps, Round Table,
Bold Ruler, Gallant Man,
Sword Dancer, and Tim
Tam. As many people
are aware, Man o’ War
made his 3-year-old
debut in the Preakness.
But as a 2-year-old, in
10 starts, he never
raced farther than six

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

DICKIES MOTEL
Wide to last, out before half,
soon 4th over, followed 3wide,
driven, no rally. Post relief.
Longshot.
FIRE DANCE
Away well, brushed back past
quarter, attacked, yielded,
some gap far turn, then a bit of
late interest. Drops back down
beware.
SWEET ONE
Left hard, yielded, backed up
bit into lane, cleared, solid
interest wire. Steve's choice.
Player.
LA DIVA DE ROSA
Sent under urging, yielded,
chased, collapsed. Extra time
off. Adds Rene.
IF I DIDNT DREAM
Parked half turn, first over half,
advance to lane, finally faded
out. Also coming off the shelf.
HI FIDELITY
Parked most turn, back 3rd
over half, loose cover into lane,
driven, best of the rest. Back
after scratch. Luke's choice.
WINDOW WIPER
Left hard, braked to half, little
pressure, some urging, no
doubt. Confidence builder? One
of many.
DIRECTING TRAFFIC
Led briefly, 2nd over half, solid
lead up trip, caught late. Chip
returns. Post minor concern.
GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Shuffled last, 5th over far turn,
kicked wide on own, driven,
closed okay. Further outside.
Longshot.

CAL EXPO HARNESS

10th Race Computer Analysis 11th
Highest Win %

IF I DIDNT DREAM

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

IF I DIDNT DREAM

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

SWEET ONE

Fastest win time this year

Fastest win time last year

FIRE DANCE

WINDOW WIPER

Your Cost

1 with 23 with 23 with 45 with 45 …………………………………………….
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 6 ………………………………………….
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 567………………………………………..
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 6………………………………………
12 with 123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 ………………………………
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 5678910 …………………………………...
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 2345678910………………………………...

$.80
$3.20
$3.60
$4.80
$6.40
$7.20
$9.60

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

GETTER QUEEN FLUSH

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

GETTER QUEEN FLUSH

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorit
WINDOW WIPER (W)

DICKIES MOTEL

FIRE DANCE
HI FIDELITY
FIRE DANCE
IF I DIDNT DREAM
WINDOW WIPER
DIRECTING TRAFFIC

1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567………………………………… $16.20
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 234567810…………………………….
$28.80
1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 2345678910……………………………. $32.40
12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 123456……………………….. $48.00
123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567………………………...
$48.60
1 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567 with 2345678…………………………… $51.20
1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567 with 12345678…………………. $204.80
123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 12345678………………... $288.00

CE-24

Fastest

DIRECTING TRAFFIC

HI-FIVE - .20¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

10 Cent Wagers

Fastest

DIRECTING TRAFFIC

(B) Beaten

Favorab
change

Blocked
last rac

Comput
Multipl
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furlongs.

News

The sprint debuts by the
horses
listed
above
came
in
allowance
races, the Hutcheson
Stakes, Bahamas, Bay
Shore, Swale, Swift,
Hibiscus, Los Feliz, San
Vicente, San Miguel,
Key West Stakes and
Experimental
Free
Handicap,
many
of
which no longer exist.
As mentioned earlier, all
the emphasis now is on
earning Derby points,
and there are zero
points given to sprint
stakes,
because
Churchill Downs is trying to keep the pure
sprinters out of the
Derby and avoid suicidal
paces caused by horses
who don’t belong in the
race. That is understandable. But those
pure sprinters are not
going to earn any more
points in the longer
races, and chances are
they won’t qualify even
if their misguided connections are determined
to do wrong by their
horse. Maybe once in 10

FAST TRACK:

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

PL JALAPENO
Shuffled to last, out midfar
turn, wide into lane, closed
okay while wide. James choice
10th Race Computer Analysis
over two others. Great spot.
PROCRASTINATINPEAT
Highest Win %
IF I DIDNT DREAM
Parked eighth to drop, shuffled,
cleared
in lane, urged, fair. Post
Highest Average
IF I DIDNT DREAM
Earnings
Per Start
relief
but
probable longshot.
CHIEF SARATOGA
SWEET ONE
Been
onlastthe
Fastest time
race shelf almost a
DIRECTING TRAFFIC
month. Nick's choice over three
others.
Fastest win time this year
FIRE DANCE
VOW TO WIN
1st out half, advanced on rim
WINDOW WIPER
win timeheld
last yearto midstretch.
toFastest
lane,
DIRECTING TRAFFIC
Drops. Quentin returns.
GENE
EUGENE
Fastest last
'1/4' last race GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Away well, first over half, sped
by leader, swallowed up final
Closed Strongly last race
GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
yards.
Segues from
tough
claimer. Looks tough on paper.
HEART
N HUSTLE
Big improvement
last race
N/A
Gapped bit to far turn, tipped
out, failed to advance. Adds
Consistent early speed
N/A
Steve for this.
TOUCH OF THE PAST
Favorite last race
WINDOW WIPER (W)
Away
(B) Beaten well,
(W) Winning 1st over past half,
rimmed
balance,
stalled.
Favorable postoutside.
position
Switches
Longshot.
DICKIES MOTEL
change from last race
ULYSSES BLUE CHIP
Asked
leaving, yielded,
tracked
FIRE DANCE
Blocked or in trouble
balance,
driven aggressively
last race
HI FIDELITY
late, ran out of ground.
Tries
FIRE DANCE
Computer Choices
IF I DIDNT DREAM
Mooney.
What's his plan
here?
Multiple picks rated equal

WINDOW WIPER
DIRECTING TRAFFIC

CAL EXPO HARNESS

11th Race Computer Analysis 12th
Highest Win %

CHIEF SARATOGA

Highest

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

CHIEF SARATOGA

Highest
Earning

Fastest time last race

P L JALAPENO

Fastest win time this year

P L JALAPENO

Fastest

Fastest win time last year

GENE EUGENE

Fastest

Fastest last '1/4' last race

P L JALAPENO

Fastest

Closed Strongly last race

P L JALAPENO

Closed

Big improvement last race

N/A

Big imp

Consistent early speed

N/A

Consist

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

Favorite
ULYSSES BLUE CHIP (B)

Favorab
change

TOUCH OF THE PAST

Blocked
last rac

P L JALAPENO

Comput
Multipl

The optimum condition for a dirt track, dry, fast and even.

Condition between fast and slow, generally a bit wet.

SLOW TRACK:

A track with some moisture in it that is not fast, between good and heavy.

MUDDY TRACK:
HEAVY TRACK:

A track that is wet on surface with firm bottom.

Deep condition of racetrack after being soaked with water.
Condition of track when wet similar to muddy but slower.
CE-26

(B) Beaten

PROCRASTINATINPEAT

GOOD TRACK:

SLOPPY TRACK:

Fastest

GENE EUGENE

Race
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News

years one will somehow
sneak in. So while I can
understand why they
have eliminated points
10th
Race Computer Analysis
for sprints, they are
depriving
top-class
Highest Win %
IF I DIDNT DREAM
horses and trainers of
the chance to get to the
Highest Average
DIDNTpeak
DREAM
Derby
andIF Iin
Earnings
Per sharp
Start
form.
Fastest
last racefor
So, time
good

Mick
Ruis
DIRECTING TRAFFIC
and Ruis Racing for
believing in theirFIREhorse
Fastest win time this year
DANCE
and running where they
feel he belongs and
WINDOW WIPER
Fastest
winwill
time lastget
year him to the
what
DIRECTING TRAFFIC
Kentucky
Derby
the
right way, despite not
Fastest last '1/4' last race GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
earning any points. With
his class and brilliance
andStronglynatural
ability,
Closed
last race
GETTER
QUEEN FLUSH
there will be plenty of
opportunity in the San
Big improvement last race
N/A
Felipe Stakes and Santa
Anita Derby to assure a
spot in
Consistent
earlythe
speed Derby field.
N/A
SWEET ONE

After all, when you think
of the name Bolt,
you
WINDOW WIPER
(W)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
think of the greatest
sprinter
in the world. It
Favorable
post position
DICKIES MOTEL
change
from last racesense.
all makes
Favorite last race

FIRE DANCE
Exit orpulpit.
like
Blocked
in trouble Nothing
last
race
FIDELITY
a good cleansing HI before

the Derby Dozen.FIRE DANCE

Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

IF I DIDNT DREAM
WINDOW WIPER
DIRECTING TRAFFIC

Individual Recap
Last Race Footnotes

BETTORDAYS R CUMIN
Sent to top, yielded half, back
out late final bend, held okay.
Favorable draw. Small shot.
MR
11thRIGHTNOW
Race Computer Analysis
Left to pocket, tracked to far
turn,
cover near 3/4s,
driven,
Highest Win %
CHIEF SARATOGA
only fair. Adds Tony. Third
start.
Highest Average DIRTYBOOTS
COWBOYS
CHIEF SARATOGA
Earnings
Per Start
Out
near
quarter, surged past
half to clear, kept marching,
P L JALAPENO
urged,
Fastest timeheld.
last race Obvious danger
GENE EUGENE
again.
ALLAMERICAN SOLO
Parked
plus,
quarFastest winlong
time thiseighth
year
P L JALAPENO
ter moved, attacked by winner,
yielded into far turn, urged,
tried
totimefight
James
Fastest win
last year back.
GENE EUGENE
choice. Better post. Use.
TORNADO HENRY
Moved
half,
Fastest last out
'1/4' lastfrom
race
P L JALAPENOwide
around poor flow, soon 3rd
over near 3/4s, wide, driven,
closed
fast.last Wants
live
cover.
Closed Strongly
race
P L JALAPENO
Should get it.
REGINA BEACH
Wide
turn one,
2nd
Big improvement
last racetook back,
N/A
over half, faded from hard use.
Undercard stab?
NATIVES
REVENGE
Consistent early
speed
N/A
Rode cones to far turn, suffered traffic issues, faded.
Favorite last race
Tighter?.
Post woes.
ULYSSES BLUE CHIP (B)
(B) Beaten (W) Winning
HOLLA
AT UR BOY
Left well, soft trip to stretch,
Favorable post
position driven. Some
cleared
traffic,
PROCRASTINATINPEAT
change from last race
class relief. Certainly worth a
look.
Blocked orIVAN
in trouble
LUCKY
TOUCH OF THE PAST
last race
Led early, tracked balance,
jammed badly last bend, only
Computer Choices
fair
once free. Drops Pto
level of
L JALAPENO
Multiple picks rated equal
last strong win.
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12th Race Computer Analysis
Highest Win %

COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS

Highest Average
Earnings Per Start

COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS

Fastest time last race

HOLLA AT UR BOY

Fastest win time this year

NATIVE'S REVENGE

Fastest win time last year

NATIVE'S REVENGE

Fastest last '1/4' last race

TORNADO HENRY
LUCKY IVAN

Closed Strongly last race

TORNADO HENRY

Big improvement last race

N/A

Consistent early speed

MR RIGHTNOW

Favorite last race
(B) Beaten (W) Winning

Favorable post position
change from last race
Blocked or in trouble
last race
Computer Choices
Multiple picks rated equal

TORNADO HENRY (B)

MR RIGHTNOW
TORNADO HENRY
REGINA BEACH
NATIVE'S REVENGE
LUCKY IVAN
TORNADO HENRY

HI-FIVE - .20¢ WAGER COMBINATIONS

10 Cent Wagers

Your Cost

1 with 23 with 23 with 45 with 45 …………………………………………….
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 6 ………………………………………….
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 567………………………………………..
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 6………………………………………
12 with 123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 ………………………………
1 with 234 with 234 with 234 with 5678910 …………………………………...
1 with 23 with 234 with 2345 with 2345678910………………………………...

$.80
$3.20
$3.60
$4.80
$6.40
$7.20
$9.60

1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567………………………………… $16.20
1 with 2345 with 2345 with 2345 with 234567810…………………………….
$28.80
1 with 234 with 2345 with 23456 with 2345678910……………………………. $32.40
12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 12345 with 123456……………………….. $48.00
123 with 1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567………………………...
$48.60
1 with 2345 with 23456 with 234567 with 2345678…………………………… $51.20
1234 with 12345 with 123456 with 1234567 with 12345678…………………. $204.80
123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 123456 with 12345678………………... $288.00
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